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Summary
This document was prepared in advance of International Women's Day and presents data
on the rate of women among elected officials in local authorities following the local
elections held in October 2018.
Main points:


In the 2018 elections, 14 women were elected to serve as heads of local authorities
(6% of all authority heads, including regional authorities), and 431 women were
elected to serve as councilmembers (16% of all councilmembers, not including
regional authorities). The rate of women in local councils increased between the 2013
and 2018 elections by nearly 3 percentage points—statistically significant growth.



In more than one-third of the 196 local authorities that headed to the polls in
October 2018, there are no women on the authority's council. Nearly all the
authorities with no female representation (96%) are Arab or ultra-Orthodox. This is
an improvement over the situation after the 2013 elections, when 45% of the 191
authorities that held elections had no female representatives at all. After the 2018
elections, women made up over 50% of the councilmembers in only three authorities,
compared to the situation after the 2013 elections, when at least half of the
councilmembers were women in two authorities.



A regression test found a significant link between the type of population living in the
authority and the rate of women in the local council. In ultra-Orthodox authorities
(authorities where over half the residents are ultra-Orthodox), there are no women in
the council whatsoever. In Arab authorities, the rate of women is very low—2%. In
non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities, a quarter of the councilmembers elected in
the 2018 elections were women.



Moreover, a statistically significant positive correlation was found between the
authority's socioeconomic ranking and the percentage of women in the local council:
the higher the socioeconomic rank of the authority, the higher the percentage of
women in the council. The correlation between the authority's socioeconomic ranking

SUMMARY

and the rate of women in the local council was maintained in the test that focused
only on non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities. A rough division shows that in non–
ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities in the lower socioeconomic clusters (2–4) some 15%
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of councilmembers are women; in authorities in the middle clusters (5–7), the rate of
women in the local council is some 25%; and the rate reaches some 30% in the top
clusters (8–10).


Amendment 12 to the Local Authorities (Election Financing) Law dictates that
increased election funding will be given to any party, with representation in a local
council, which has at least one-third of its council seats occupied by women on the
date that the State Comptroller submits a positive report on the party's bookkeeping.
The date for determining eligibility (as a rule, up to 10 months after the election) has
not yet arrived, but as of January 2019 only about 20% of the factions in all the local
authorities were one-third or more women. This rate is higher when examining only
non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities and stands at just over one-third of the parties.



The rate of women among candidates in the 2018 elections was higher than their
rate among elected representatives, although both figures were still much lower
than their rate in the general population: women constituted 9% of the candidates
for local authority heads (including regional authorities), and 23% of the candidates in
local authorities (not including regional authorities). The gap between the rate of
female candidates and their rate among elected representatives indicates that not
only do women constitute a minority among candidates, but their chances of being
elected are also lower than those of male candidates. In other words, in order to
increase female representation, two hurdles must be addressed: increasing the
percentage of women candidates and increasing women's chances of being elected by
positioning them in "realistic" slots on the candidate lists.



For the purposes of this document, "realistic" slots were defined as the actual number
of elected councilmembers on a given list plus an additional slot. Based on this
definition, 700 women running for local office held a realistic slot—18% of all the
candidates positioned in a realistic slot. Some 135 female candidates ran at the top of
the list for council—7% of all lists. Like the data on elected female representatives, the
data on candidates also revealed considerable differences across authorities based on
demographics and the authority's socioeconomic level.

SUMMARY



The low percentage of woman-led lists, coupled with the fact that the factions in most
councils are usually small, could provide a partial explanation for women's low chances
of being elected compared to men, as stated above.
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1. Introduction
Although the rate of women in decision-making positions in many countries has increased
in the past few decades, women are still underrepresented in national and local politics. In
some countries, the gaps between the rates of representation of men and women are even
higher on the local level than in the national arena. In October 2018, 250 local authorities
(out of 255 authorities with residents) in Israel held elections: 75 cities, 121 local councils,
and 54 regional authorities.1 This document presents data on the representation of
women in local authorities, which reflect the results of these elections. For an extensive
discussion on women's representation in local government, including a review of tools for
increasing women's representation in politics, as well as data on the representation of
women in local authorities in Israel (after the 2013 elections) and in other countries around
the world, see the Knesset Research and Information Center document Equal
Representation for Women in Local Government, written in March 2018.2
Generally speaking, elections in cities and in local authorities involve the direct election of
the authority head and the election of a list for local council. In regional authorities, elections
involve the election of a local committee in each of the localities that comprise the council,
election of a representative of each locality to the appropriate regional council, and direct
election of a council head. Upon being elected, the head of the regional council also
becomes a councilmember.
In cities and local authorities, the council is comprised of 7–31 members. The number of
members in each local authority is determined in advance according to a uniform index that
is based on the number of residents in the authority.3 The councils in regional authorities
are generally composed of one representative per locality, and therefore the number of
councilmembers is a result of the number of localities in the regional council rather than of

1

Elections were not held in Baqa al-Gharbiyye, Jatt, Tayibe, Mas'ade, and Tel Mond.

2

Rinat Benita and Shelly Mizrahi Simon, Equal Representation for Women in Local Government, Knesset Research and
Information Center, 5 March 2018.

3

Ministry of Interior, Statement on Determining the Number of Councilmembers in Municipalities and Local Authorities,
21 June 2018 [Hebrew].
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the number of residents (although larger localities may have more than one representative
on the council).
Amendment No. 12 of the Local Authorities (Elections Financing) Law, 5753-1993, which
was passed in 2014, was meant to increase women's representation in local politics by
offering an economic incentive for placing women in realistic positions on party lists in
cities and local authorities (the amendment does not apply to regional authorities). The
amendment dictates that increased election funding will be given to any party in a local
council that is at least one-third women. According to the amendment, such parties will
receive an additional 15% of the total election funding to which they are entitled by law.
The 2018 election marked the first time this amendment was in effect. However, the
deadline for determining the percentage of women in the party was set for after the State
Comptroller submits a positive report on the party's bookkeeping to the Speaker of the
Knesset—a date that takes place no later than ten months after the elections.4 Therefore,
at the time of writing, the Ministry of Interior has yet to determine which lists met the
requirements of the law and are eligible for increased funding. A report based on the
currently available data will be presented below.
The current document presents data on the candidates and the officials elected to serve in
local councils and as the heads of local authorities in the 2018 election. In many cases, data
from the 2013 election are also presented for comparison. Presentation of the data includes
segmenting local authorities according to their socioeconomic ranking, while categorizing
them into ten clusters. Note that the socioeconomic index is calculated by the Central
Bureau of Statistics as a continuous value, and that local authorities are divided into ten
clusters using the cluster analysis method, which creates groups that are homogeneous in

4

Sections 7(a)(3), 7(b)(2) and 23(a) of the Local Authorities Law (Elections Financing), 5753-1993 [Hebrew]. Note that in
February 2019, the Knesset Internal Affairs Committee approved the State Comptroller's request to extend the deadline
for submitting the State Comptroller's report on the bookkeeping of parent parties and joint lists that ran in the elections
to 13 May 2020. The request was due to requests filed by ten national parties with local branches to postpone the
submission of their fiscal reports to the State Comptroller due to the overload by created by the early elections for the
Twenty-first Knesset. This means that the deadline for determining which parties get additional funding for having at
least a third of their seats filled by women will also be postponed for parties that filed the reports late. Twentieth 20th
Knesset, the Internal Affairs and Environment Committee, Protocol 788, State Comptroller's Request to Extend Deadline
for Submitting State Comptroller's Report on Bookkeeping of Parent Parties and Joint List that Ran in Local Elections in
October 2018, 25 February 2019 [Hebrew].
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terms of their characteristics but that differ in size.5 This is particularly important when it
comes to Cluster 10, which encompasses only two authorities, and caution is therefore
necessary when drawing sweeping conclusions based on the attributes of the clusters. We
note further that the socioeconomic ranking of some authorities changed during the period
between the two elections: Authorities that held elections in 2018 are presented in this
document by their 2015 socioeconomic ranking—the most updated index, published in late
2018—whereas the authorities held elections in 2013 are presented according to their 2013
socioeconomic ranking, which is relevant to that election. Thus, each cluster may be
composed of different authorities in each of the two years, which should be taken into
account when comparing data from the two years. The appendix at the end of the document
provides the percentage of women in each authority's council after the 2013 election and
after the 2018 election.
In addition to presenting the data by socioeconomic ranking, cities and local authorities
were divided into three groups by population: Arab authorities (10 cities and 67 local
authorities); ultra-Orthodox authorities—i.e., authorities where at least half the residents
are ultra-Orthodox (four cities and three local authorities);6 and non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish
authorities, including mixed authorities (61 cities and 51 local authorities).
Because the electoral system in regional authorities differs from that in municipalities and
local authorities (mainly because the elections are regional rather than proportional), and
because regional authorities cannot be broken down by their attributes (as they comprise
many localities with different attributes), most of the data below does not include data on
regional councils. Nonetheless, for the sake of simplicity, we use the general term "local
authorities." In cases where the data include regional authorities, that fact is stated
explicitly.

5

The cluster analysis method creates a situation in which the variation in indicator values within the clusters will be as
minimal as possible, and the variation of indicator values between the clusters will be maximal. Central Bureau of
Statistics, Press Release: Characterization and Classification of Geographical Units by the Socioeconomic Level of the
Population by 2015, 28 November 2018 [Hebrew].

6

Data on ultra-Orthodox population rate in local authorities are taken from Matan Shahak, Demographic and Employment
Data of Ultra-Orthodox Society in Major Cities, Knesset Research and Information Center, 16 July 2017 [Hebrew]. The
data are based on an estimate by Dr. Lee Cahaner and are current as of 2015.
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The data presented in this document is based on the files of 2013 and 2018 candidates and
elected officials that were prepared by the Ministry of Interior. Some of these files were
published on the ministry's website and taken from it; others were sent to the Knesset
Research and Information Center by request.7 Candidate data include only valid candidates
(i.e., excluding candidates who were disqualified or who dropped out). The data are current
as of early January 2019; because the Ministry of Interior had not completed the data
cleansing process by the time of writing, these data are not completely final.

2. Representation of Women among Authority Heads (Including Regional
authorities)
Before the recent municipal elections, six women served as heads of local authorities
(municipalities, local authorities, or regional authorities). After the election, the number of
female authority heads climbed to 14—some 6% of the 250 authority heads elected in the
2018 elections. All the female authority heads serve in non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish
authorities. The illustration below presents data on the candidates and elected officials in
the elections for authority heads.

7

Ministry of Interior, List of Elected Officials in Municipalities and Local Authorities, List of Elected Officials in Regional
authorities, accessed 1 January 2019 [Hebrew]; Maya Sharon-Cohen, Deputy National Supervisor of Elections, email in
response to the Knesset Research and Information Center inquiry, 2 January 2019; Shlomit Goldstein, Director of Local
Elections Operations in the Ministry of the Interior, email in response to the Knesset Research and Information Center
inquiry, 28 November 2017.
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Data from the Ministry of Interior on the people running to head a local authority and those
elected to this position in the 2018 election indicate that there are two hurdles women
have to overcome in order to be elected authority head. The first hurdle is the very notion
of running—only 9% of candidates running for the head of an authority in 2018 were
women. The second hurdle is getting elected—the data show that women have lower
chances of being elected than men: while nearly a third of male candidates were elected
to the position, only a fifth of female candidates were elected. As a result, women compose
only 6% of the authority heads, which is lower than their rate among the total candidates.
The Ministry of Interior data further indicate that in a quarter of authorities (63 out of 250
authorities)—including two Arab local authorities—there was at least one female candidate
running for head of the authority.
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3. Representation of Women in Local Authority Councils8
As a result of the 2018 elections, 431 women were elected to serve on city councils and
councils of local authorities, comprising 16.2% of all councilmembers. This constitutes an
increase of nearly 3 percentage points over the rate of women in councils following the 2013
elections (13.5%). In the regional authorities, 216 female councilmembers were elected—
19% of all the elected councilmembers.
The following illustration presents data on candidates and elected officials in the 2018
election for local council (not including regional authorities).

8

The number of councilmembers also includes heads of local authorities who are also members of the authority's council.
Note that in cities and local authorities, the head of the authority must be elected separately to both positions; in
regional authorities, the council head automatically becomes a councilmember upon election.
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The data show that, as in the elections for authority heads, in the elections for council, there
is a higher rate of female candidates (23%) than female elected officials (16%). Moreover,
whereas 17% of male candidates were elected to the council, only 11% of female candidates
were elected. This means that not only do women constitute a minority of the candidates;
they have a lower chance of being elected than do male candidates. In other words, the
situation that applies to women running for head of an authority also applies to women
running for council. In order to increase the representation of women, two hurdles must
be addressed: increasing female representation among candidates and increasing their
chances of being elected by positioning them in realistic positions on the candidate lists.
In this context, we note that the average faction in local authorities is comprised of 1.8
members. About a quarter of factions have a single representative and over half have two
representatives or fewer; only about a fifth of the parties have more than four
representatives on a local council. In other words, unless a woman is in the first or second
position on her party's list, her chances of being elected to council are low. For more
information about representation quotas for women in particular and tools for increasing
women's representation in politics in general, see the Knesset Research and Information
Center document on Equal Representation for Women in Local Government, written in
March 2018.9

9

Benita and Simon, Equal Representation for Women.
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In the 190 authorities where elections were held in both 2013 and 2018, the total number
of women in the authorities' councils grew by 100 (an increase of 31%). However, as stated
above and as can be seen in the above diagram, this numerical growth signifies an increase
of only 2.7 percentage points in the rate of women among all councilmembers in authorities
that held elections in one or both of the years (from 13.5% in 2013 to 16.2% in 2018). Note
that this difference was found to be statistically significant.10

10

Statistical hypothesis testing was performed on the difference between the percentage of female councilmembers after
the 2013 elections and the percentage of women after the 2018 elections. The testing revealed that the difference was
significant at a level of p<0.01. The statistical analyses in this document were carried out by Hedva Kaplinsky, an
economist in the Department of Budgetary Control in the Knesset Research and Information Center.
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As shown in the chart, 37% of the 196 local authorities that held elections in 2018 did not
have any women at all on the authority's council. Nearly all the authorities with no female
representatives on the council (96%) are Arab or ultra-Orthodox. This is an improvement
over the situation after the 2013 elections, when 45% of the 191 authorities that held
elections had no female representation at all. After the 2018 elections, women made up
at least half of the councilmembers in only three authorities, compared to the situation
after the 2013 elections, in which at least half of the councilmembers were women in two
authorities.
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Examining the change in the percentage of female councilmembers between the 2013 and
2018 elections in authorities that held elections in both years shows that the percentage of
women on the authority's council grew in 40% of authorities, remained unchanged in 44%
of authorities, and dropped in 16% of authorities. Seventeen authorities with no female
representatives after the 2013 elections elected women to the authority's council in the
2018 elections. However, in five authorities that had female representation after the 2013
elections, not a single woman was elected in the 2018 elections. The percentage of women
councilmembers in each authority after the 2013 and 2018 elections can be found in the
addendum at the end of this document.
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The data shown in the chart indicates that the higher the socioeconomic level of the
authority, the higher the percentage of women on its council. As stated above, cluster 10
comprises only two authorities, and caution is therefore necessary when drawing sweeping
conclusions regarding this cluster.
The percentage of women representatives on authorities' councils increased across nearly
all the clusters after the 2018 elections. The largest improvement (as a percentage) occurred
in clusters 6–7, where the rate of women councilmembers increased by 6 percentage points.
As stated above, since changes took place to the rankings of some authorities between the
two election years, the clusters do not necessarily comprise the same authorities in each
year.
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An examination of the data based on the populations living in the authorities points to
considerable differences in the rate of women on the authority's council. In ultra-Orthodox
authorities (i.e., authorities where at least half the residents are ultra-Orthodox) there are
no women on the council; the rate of women in Arab authorities is very low, although it
increased after the 2018 elections; and in non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities, a quarter
of councilmembers elected in the 2018 elections were women (compared to 21% after the
2013 elections).
A regression test was performed for this document, reviewing the rate of women in the
authority's council after the 2018 elections as a function of explanatory variables:
socioeconomic ranking, population, and the average party size in the council. The
4
regression model was found to be significant (R2=0.696; 𝐹191
=109.088; p<0.01) and a

significant correlation was found between all three variables and the rate of women
councilmembers. There is a positive correlation between socioeconomic ranking and the
rate of women on the authority's council (β=0.412; p<0.01), a negative correlation between
the ultra-Orthodox and Arab population groups and the rate of women on the authority's
council (β(Arab)=−0.472; β(ultra-Orthodox)=−0.191; p<0.01), and a positive correlation between
the average party size and the rate of women in the authority's council—although this last
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correlation was relatively weaker than those found with the other variables (β=0.087;
p<0.05). Note that the average party size variable was introduced to the regression model
due to the understanding that women have to overcome two hurdles in order to be elected
to the local council—running and getting elected—and electability depends on the female
candidate's position on the candidate list. Since, as will be presented below, only 7% of
candidate lists in the 2018 elections were headed by a woman, the assumption was that the
more council seats a party holds, the greater the chances that women would also gain seats.
As stated above, this variable appears to contribute little to the variance in the rate of female
councilmembers, which may be due to the low variance in average faction size across
authorities—in only a sixth of authorities (27 authorities) did the average party have three
or more seats on the council.
Given the situation described in the above chart and the well-known correlation between
population sector and socioeconomic status, we examined the rate of female
councilmembers in non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities by socioeconomic clusters , as
seen in the following chart.
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The chart indicates that, as a rule, even when focusing on non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish
authorities, the authorities with a higher socioeconomic level have a greater
representation of women. Broadly speaking, in non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities in
the lower socioeconomic clusters (2–4) some 15% of councilmembers are women; in
authorities in the middle clusters (5–7), the rate of women in the local council is some 25%;
and the rate reaches some 30% in the top clusters (8–10). A regression test was performed
to review the rate of women in non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities after the 2018
elections as a function of the authority's socioeconomic ranking and the average faction size
in the authority's council. The regression model was found to be significant (R2=0.28;
2
𝐹109
=21.206; p<0.01), and both variables were found to have a significant correlation with

the rate of women: positive correlations were found between socioeconomic ranking and
the rate of women in the authority's council (β=0. 488; p<0.01) and between the average
faction size and the rate of women in the authority's council (β=0.186; p<0.05).
As stated above, Amendment 12 to the Local Authorities (Election Financing) Law dictates
that increased election funding will be given to any party in a local council which has at least
one-third of its seats held by women on the day the State Comptroller submits a positive
report on the party's bookkeeping (as a general rule, up to 10 months after the elections).11
Although the date for determining eligibility has not yet arrived, the following chart shows
the percentage of parties with women occupying at least one-third of their council seats, as
of January 2019. We emphasize that the final decision on eligibility for increased funding will
be made by the Ministry of Interior only at the time of the submission of the State
Comptroller's report on the party's bookkeeping, and in accordance with the rate of women
who hold council seats at that time.

11

As noted above, the deadline for submitting reports to the State Comptroller's Office was postponed to May 2020 for
some joint lists and national parties with local branches.
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The chart shows that after the 2018 elections, only a fifth of the factions in all local
authorities were composed of at least one-third women (an increase of three percentage
points from the 2013 elections). In non–ultra-Orthodox Jewish authorities, this rate is higher
and slightly exceeds a third of the parties (an increase of six percentage points from the 2013
elections).

3.1. Candidates for Council in Local Authorities
Alongside data on women among elected officials in local authorities, as presented above,
we also sought to examine the rate of women among candidates in the elections. Because
there was a large gap between the rate of women among candidates and the rate of women
among elected officials (as seen in Chart 2 above), we defined another variable—the rate of
female candidates positioned in a realistic position on the candidate list. For this purpose,
the number of "realistic" candidates in every list was defined as the number of candidates
elected in practice from each list plus one more candidate. We note in this context that
besides the fact that this variable is directly related to the variable of elected
councilmembers (as it is derived from the number of elected councilmembers), it increases
the weight of smaller factions (since every faction, no matter the size, is given one additional
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more candidate), and ignores lists that failed to elect even a single candidate to the council.12
As such, this variable should be treated with caution.
Nearly 4,000 women ran for a seat on a local council in the 2018 elections (23% of all
candidates), of whom some 700 were given a realistic position (18% of all realistic
candidates). In addition, 135 female candidates headed their list for local council (7% of all
lists). As shown in Chart 7 below, differences were found between authorities, in accordance
with their respective socioeconomic clusters.

Like the data on elected officials, this graph shows that the higher the socioeconomic level
of the authority, the higher the rate of women candidates—both among all candidates and
among realistic candidates.
Considerable differences were also found between authorities depending on their
populations, as seen in Chart 8 below.

12

We note in this context that an analysis was conducted that included the lists that did not enter the councils, which
provided results similar to those presented below (a slightly lower rate of women).
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Note that while no women ran for local council in ultra-Orthodox authorities in the 2018
elections, in the 2013 elections, 16 women ran for a council seat in ultra-Orthodox
authorities (4% of all candidates in these authorities) and one even headed a list. None of
these candidates were elected to serve in the authority's council.
The low percentage of woman-led lists, combined with the fact that the factions in
councils in most authorities are usually small (the average faction has 1.8 seats and more
than half have two seats or less) may explain, to a certain degree, women's low chances of
being elected compared to men. As stated above, while 17% of male candidates were
elected to the local council, only 11% of female candidates were elected. In this context, we
note again that a positive and statistically significant correlation was found between the
average faction size in the authority and the percentage of women in the authority's council.
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Addendum: Rate of Women in the Authority's Council in Each Authority, 2013 and 2018
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